Introduction
============

Localized fluctuations in substitution rate are widely employed to draw inference concerning the phenotypic significance of genomic sequence. The concept that the magnitude of sequence divergence indicates biological importance arises from the suppressive influence of purifying natural selection on genetic variation. The relationship between primary sequence divergence and biological function is well illustrated by the "conservation" track of genome browsers which reveal, for instance, sharp transitions in substitution rate at the boundaries of exons and introns. The scrutiny by natural selection is held to be greater for exons than their flanking intron sequences due to the explicit encoding of molecular function by exons. The capacity for natural selection to underpin localized changes in substitution rate is thus firmly established for sequences spanned by annotated genes. Localized changes in evolutionary rate are also evident in nongenic parts of the genome where the role of natural selection is more ambiguous, suggesting a contribution from localized variation in mutation rate. The cause of spatial fluctuation in mutation remains an open question.

Analyses of rates of DNA lesion formation and re- pair in vitro establish chromatin structure as a potential contributor to fluctuations in mutagenesis. Chromatin is constructed from nucleosomes that consist of ∼147 nucleotides of DNA wrapped around a histone octamer. The degree of chromatin compaction depends on the extent of physical separation between adjacent nucleosomes, with the linker region between nucleosomes ranging in size from 10 to 80 bp ([@bib29]; Luger et al. 1997). The degree of chromatin compaction is expected to affect integrity of the underlying DNA. DNA in high-ordered or compact chromatin is less accessible to damage agents than decondensed or free chromatin, as illustrated by the resistance of highly condensed mature spermatocyte DNA to benzpyrene-induced damage (Balhorn et al. 1984). Linker sites, on the other hand, are more accessible to attack by DNA-damaging agents as illustrated by the 6-fold difference in pyrimidine--pyrimidone photoproducts induced by UV exhibited by linker compared with nucleosomal DNA (Mitchell-Olds et al. 1995). Levels of DNA repair are also affected by chromatin compaction. DNA repair requires recruitment of proteins to interact with DNA, and it has been demonstrated that linker sites are more readily repaired than nucleosomal sites with efficiency increasing with distance from the center of nucleosomes ([@bib5]; [@bib41]). The consequence of reduced accessibility to DNA repair systems is increased longevity of DNA lesions, increasing the likelihood of their conversion into a mutation during the next round of DNA replication. Chromatin compaction therefore retards both lesion formation and lesion repair rates. Despite their greater lesion rate, the relative accessibility of linker region DNA to repair systems should result in their exhibiting a comparatively lower mutation rate than flanking nucleosome-associated DNA ([@bib5]).

A nucleosome origin for mutation rate heterogeneity also suggests that nucleosome and linker regions will be further distinguished by their mutation type profile. Mutations arising from nucleotide misincorporation during DNA replication will affect all genomic sequence, whereas mutations arising from damage are localized. Accordingly, a nucleosome origin for rate heterogeneity predicts a periodic change in the type of substitution along the sequence. The exact nature of that change hinges on differences in the DNA replication/lesion mutation mechanisms. An excess of transition over transversion mutations from DNA replication has been argued based on the natural frequencies of base tautomers ([@bib49]; [@bib42]; [@bib39]). In contrast, DNA damage processes differ in their tendency towards transition or transversion bias. For example, hydrolysis and UV damage predominantly induce transitions, whereas oxidative nucleotide damage typically produces transversions (Cheng et al. 1992). Estimates from humans suggest that a substantial excess of transitions is likely for mutations arising from DNA damage from the dominance of transitions within CpG dinucleotides alone ([@bib9]). If chromatin structure affects repair of DNA damage, then we conjecture that the ratio of mutations from DNA damage to those from replication errors will differ between nucleosome and linker positions and that this will cause the ratio of transition to transversion mutations to also differ. In other words, the profile of substitution types will vary with chromatin status.

Evidence consistent with an influence of chromatin structure on the total rate of substitution has been presented for both mammals and yeast. A comparison of substitution rates between regions annotated (relatively coarsely) in humans as open or closed chromatin indicated a negative correlation between chromatin openness and substitution rate for intergenic regions, but a positive correlation for 4-fold degenerate positions in genic regions (Prendergast et al. 2007). More recent analyses of yeast protein-coding genes contradict the latter, finding instead a lower substitution rate for exonic linker regions (Warnecke et al. 2008; Washietl et al. 2008). An effort to replicate the findings from yeast analyses on primates was unsuccessful (Washietl et al. 2008), further suggesting that important differences exist between these lineages.

The different results between mammals and yeast for intergenic/genic sequences may reflect confounding from the intragenomic heterogeneity of substitution and/or the multicellularity of mammals. Both gene density and substitution rate are positively correlated with GC% in mammals ([@bib13]). The results of Prendergast et al. (2007) for 4-fold degenerate positions may therefore arise from the increasing evolutionary rate with GC%. On the other hand, the greater diversity of cell types in mammals may have contributed to the failure to replicate findings from yeast in mammals (Washietl et al. 2008). Whereas heritable mutations are restricted to germ line cell lineages in mammals, chromatin survey experiments are typically conducted on somatic cell types. As cellular differentiation involves changes in chromatin, consistency in nucleosome placement between somatic and germ line cell types will be imperfect. The methodological approach used in the yeast studies, classifying nucleotide positions relative to annotated nucleosomes and concatenating equivalently indexed nucleotides from disjoint genomic locations (Warnecke et al. 2008; Washietl et al. 2008), is particularly sensitive to errors in nucleosome location coordinates. This methodological approach further assumes identical substitution processes between different nucleosomes, an assumption violated for mammals which exhibit a greater diversity in mutation processes across their genomes compared with yeast. The strategy of sampling single nucleotides has the added limitation for mammal DNA of preventing consideration of events affecting 5-methyl-cytosine (5mC), a hypermutable nucleotide functionally associated (and thus most abundant) with closed chromatin. This functional role and mutagenic propensity may thus potentially confound analyses of mammal sequences. The contribution of 5mC to chromatin-associated rate variation remains unknown. Although nucleosome localizations appear conserved across substantial evolutionary divergences for yeast (Washietl et al. 2008) and mammal species (Wilson et al. 2008), the relationship between individual nucleosomes and changes in evolutionary rate have not been demonstrated.

In this study, we address the influence of chromatin on the total rate and type of sequence substitutions in mammals at multiple scales and across region types. We considered two types of experimental classifications to represent open and closed chromatin: DHS sites along with their immediate flanking sites and nucleosomal and flanking linker sites. We then tested the following hypotheses: 1) chromatin structure affects the substitution rate; 2) chromatin structure affects the substitution type profile; and 3) individual nucleosomes leave detectable impressions in substitution rate and/or profile along the sequences. We find support for all three hypotheses along with evidence that the magnitude of these effects differs between genomic regions.

Methods
=======

We used Ensembl release 50 for all annotations of gene, CpG island and repeat sequences, and the multiple genome sequence alignments. We sampled the ORTHEUS genomic multiple sequence alignments of the human, chimpanzee, and macaque genomes (Hubbard et al. 2009) using human genome coordinates (discussed below).

DHS Data
--------

DHS NCBI35 assembly coordinates (Boyle et al. 2008) were downloaded from University of California Santa Cruz using the table browser and converted to NCBI36 assembly using the liftover tool (Karolchik et al. 2007). To minimize the proportion of potential regulatory elements within a DHS, and thus the influence of natural selection, only intronic and intergenic DHS with a length between 300 and 2,000 bp were selected. Additionally, only intergenic DHS that were more than 3 kbp away on both sides from annotated protein-coding genes were used.

Matching control regions for each selected DHS were obtained by extending both upstream and downstream, defining the Flank (non-DHS) region. For intronic regions, if the length of DHS was less than half of the length of the intron, then the Flank was sampled such that its total length matched that of the DHS region. If possible, the Flank was sampled so the lengths of the 5′-Flank and 3′-Flank were identical. For Flanks that spanned an exon, the exon was excluded and the length of the intronic side Flank expanded to maintain the equal length of DHS and Flank. Intronic DHS whose length was greater than half of the length of the intron were excluded.

Multiple sequence alignments from human, chimpanzee, and macaque were sampled based on the DHS and Flank coordinates of human sequences. The quality of the alignments was controlled by eliminating those with more than 10% gaps or *N*s in the alignment. In addition, to avoid extreme compositional heterogeneity that may cause severe violation of the phylogenetic model, alignments with annotated CpG island sequence were excluded. This resulted in 6,705 intergenic and 7,150 intronic alignments, respectively.

Promoter Data with Nucleosome Annotations
-----------------------------------------

The nucleosome mapping on human promoters was previously defined by [@bib31]. The coordinates of nucleosome placement were downloaded from Gene Expression Omnibus under accession number [GSE6385](GSE6385), and coordinates were converted to the NCBI36 assembly using liftover. Nucleosome-associated promoters were then identified based on Ensembl gene annotations. Genes within 3 kbp of a protein-coding gene upstream were excluded. As the nucleosome data were derived from humans, we removed alignment columns that contained gaps in the human sequence. Alignments were obtained based on the annotated human transcription start site to 1,500 bp upstream. This resulted in 1,849 alignments of promoter regions. Note that this sample contained genes with annotated CpG islands.

Chip-seq Nucleosome Signals
---------------------------

Genome-wide nucleosome mapping through high-throughput sequencing was previously described for resting and activated T-cells (Schones et al. 2008). We selected data from the resting T-cell state as more representative of germ line chromatin status because T-cell activation involved stimulus by antibody treatment (Schones et al. 2008). Resting T-cell nucleosome scores for each chromosome were downloaded from <http://dir.nhlbi.nih.gov/> papers/lmi/epigenomes/hgtcellnucleosomes.aspx. These nucleosome scores were calculated by counting the number of sequencing tags of upstream 80 bp on the "+" strand and downstream 80 bp on the " − " strand with a sliding window of 10 bp (Schones et al. 2008). A higher nucleosome score represents a higher probability of nucleosome occupancy.

Statistical Testing of Evolutionary Parameters
----------------------------------------------

All evolutionary modeling was done using PyCogent version 1.3.0.dev (Knight et al. 2007). Evolutionary parameters were estimated using phylogeny-based maximum likelihood inference. We used the HKY substitution model (Hasegawa et al. 1985) in the standard phylogeny-based maximum likelihood framework ([@bib14]). The HKY model was chosen as it incorporates a parameter (which we denote *λ*) that measures the relative rate ratio of transition to transversion substitution rates. Evolutionary rate parameters were compared between DHS and Flank using likelihood ratio (LR) tests. Substitution rate was measured for each branch as the expected number of substitutions per site on the unrooted tree "(human, chimpanzee, macaque)," and the set of the three branch lengths is denoted *k*. We used the sum of these three branch lengths (*K* = ∑*k*) to measure substitution rate. Parameter values are delineated between DHS and Flank using matching subscripts, for example, *k*~DHS~ and *k*~Flank~ are the set of branch lengths for DHS and Flank, respectively. For evaluating whether the substitution rate differed between the DHS and Flank regions, a standard likelihood function was defined, using the unrooted tree. The free parameters in the null model were the branch lengths (one *k* or *k*~DHS~ = *k*~Flank~), *λ*, and the nucleotide frequencies (estimated as the average across all sequences in an alignment). The alternate model allowed different branch lengths between the regions (*k*~DHS~≠*k*~Flank~). For a single alignment, we first maximized the log-likelihood of the null using PyCogent\'s built-in numerical optimizers at default settings. The resulting model maximum likelihood estimates were then used as starting values for optimizing the alternate model. Because the null hypothesis is nested in the alternate hypothesis, the LR, computed from the resulting log-likelihoods as LR = 2(*lnL*~*alt*~ − *lnL*~*null*~), will be asymptotically *χ*~3~^2^ (as the alternate model has three additional branch length parameters). We tested whether rate differences between DHS and Flank were consistent with the hypothesis of elevated mutation rate affecting Flank: DHS/Flank pairs nominally significant at the 0.05 level that satisfied the relation *K*~Flank~ \> *K*~DHS~ were counted as a success and those satisfying *K*~Flank~ \< *K*~DHS~ were counted as a failure. A one-tailed sign test was applied to the resulting counts. The same procedure was followed to assess whether differences between DHS and Flank in *λ* were consistent with the hypothesis of excess transition mutations affecting Flank.

To assess the extent to which *λ* substitutions were affected by transitions at CpG dinucleotides, we used a dinucleotide substitution model with context-dependent parameter *CG*.*λ*. In brief, we extended the HKY model to dinucleotides using the nucleotide frequency weighted model form (Lindsay et al. 2008). This model form has the property that, in the absence of any context parameter (such as *CG*.*λ*), the dinucleotide model is the nucleotide HKY model. The CpG transition term *CG*.*λ* was included in the instantaneous rate matrix for the CpG ↔ TpG and CpG ↔ CpA exchanges. The *CG*.*λ* term measures the ratio of transitions not accounted for by the common transition effect (*λ*) across all dinucleotides. We assessed whether *CG*.*λ* differed between DHS and Flank in a manner that was independent of their difference in *λ* with an LR test, contrasting a null hypothesis of equivalent CpG transition rate between DHS and Flank (*CG*.*λ*~DHS~ = *CG*.*λ*~Flank~, *λ*~DHS~≠*λ*~Flank~) against the alternate of unequal such rates (*CG*.*λ*~DHS~≠*CG*.*λ*~Flank~, *λ*~DHS~≠*λ*~Flank~). Both null and alternate hypotheses allowed the common transition rate term to differ between DHS and Flank (*λ*~DHS~≠*λ*~Flank~). We further assessed whether differences in transitions between DHS and Flank were independent of differences in CpG transitions. In this case, the null (*λ*~DHS~ = *λ*~Flank~, *CG*.*λ*~DHS~≠*CG*.*λ*~Flank~) and alternate (*λ*~DHS~≠*λ*~Flank~, *CG*.*λ*~DHS~≠*CG*.*λ*~Flank~) had a difference in CpG transition rate between DHS and Flank. Both these tests arrive at the same model parameterization, and the associated LR tests have the same degrees of freedom.

Measuring Spatial Variation in Substitution
-------------------------------------------

Maximum likelihood phylogenetic footprinting (Wakefield et al. 2005), a sliding window method, was applied to measure evolutionary rate variation along sequence alignments. Using the HKY model, we first fit the model to the entire alignment. The spatial distribution of substitution was then measured using a 100-bp window that was moved progressively down the alignment in 5-bp steps. For each window, the value of *λ* in the HKY model was constrained to equal that estimated from the full alignment and then the standard PyCogent optimization routines were used to maximize the log-likelihood of the model. (This restriction on *λ* was adopted as it facilitated comparisons with the phylogenetic Hidden Markov Model \[phylo-HMM\].) The sum of the branch lengths leading to the human, chimpanzee, and macaque sequences is taken as an estimate of the total substitution rate *K* and was assigned to the coordinate corresponding to the middle of the window.

We also used a phylo-HMM for testing whether the spatial distribution of evolutionary rate was significantly larger than chance. The model was implemented using standard features of PyCogent (Knight et al. 2007). The null model used the HKY substitution model with Γ-distributed rate heterogeneity with two equiprobable bins, designated fast and slow. The alternate hypothesis allowed a site\'s rate class to be influenced by that of it\'s neighbor, a property affected by a new parameter, the probability of switching between site classes. The LR comparing these two models was taken as *χ*~1~^2^. For the purpose of comparing the distribution of evolutionary rates as inferred under the phylo-HMM with those inferred from the footprinting, we used the posterior probability that a site belongs to the fast class (*p*~fast~) as an indicator of substitution rate variation.

Statistical Testing of Correlation between *K* and Nucleosome Score
-------------------------------------------------------------------

For a given promoter, both the estimate of *K* and the nucleosome score (Schones et al. 2008) consist of a series of estimates that are not statistically independent of their neighbor values. Standard significance testing of the correlation coefficient is therefore not appropriate, and we employed a bootstrap procedure ([@bib25]) for estimating the probability that *ρ*≠0. Specifically, we generated randomized series of *K* (denoted *K*~rand~) by randomly sampling with replacement the equivalent of one footprinting window from the observed *K* until the *K*~rand~ series length was the same as that of the observed data. If a random draw required a series that exceeded the length of the data, the draw was continued from the beginning. For each such randomly generated series of *K*, we computed its correlation coefficient (*ρ*~rand~) with the observed nucleosome score series. This process was continued for 2,000 iterations, generating a distribution of *ρ*~rand~ that was used to estimate the probability that the observed *ρ* occurred by chance as the frequency of *ρ*~rand~ ≥ *ρ*. Because of the large number of promoters being considered, application of the multiple testing correction to the results from this analysis only identified loci for which no single *ρ*~rand~ was greater than the observed *ρ*, or, in the case of assessing negatively correlated loci, all *ρ*~rand~ were greater than observed *ρ*.

Signal Period Estimation
------------------------

The Fourier transform is a well-known tool for characterizing periodic behavior in numerical signals and has also been used extensively in periodicity analysis of sequence data ([@bib1]). For the computation of Fourier spectra from discrete signals such as the substitution rate signal *K*, the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is appropriate. For a signal *x*\[*n*\] of length *N* and corresponding to *K* for the *n*th alignment window, the DFT is defined aswhere *f* is the discrete frequency index corresponding to a period *p* = *N*/*f*. In many cases, it is desirable to estimate the dominant periodicity from the magnitude spectrum \|*X*\[*f*\]\| using the maximum likelihood estimator

To express some measure of confidence in the result, however, it is also desirable to measure the variance in the estimates ![](molbiolevolmsp253fx3_ht.jpg) and ![](molbiolevolmsp253fx4_ht.jpg). For the frequency estimate ![](molbiolevolmsp253fx3_ht.jpg), the Cramér--Rao bound (CRB) is a well-known result ([@bib43]). For the period estimate, following the same assumptions as Tretter (i.e., a single sinusoid of amplitude *A* in additive white noise of variance *σ*~w~^2^), the CRB has recently been shown to be (Epps J, Ying H, Huttley GA, unpublished data)Consequently, the variance of the estimator ![](molbiolevolmsp253fx4_ht.jpg) employed in the preceding analyses is determined strongly by the period length *p*, the inverse of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR = *A*^2^/*σ*~*w*~^2^), and the signal length *N*. Retaining the assumption of a single (dominant) sinusoid in additive noise, we estimated the SNR as (Epps J, Ying H, Huttley GA, unpublished data)where

Availability of Data and Software
---------------------------------

All scripts used to undertake these analyses and the sampled data are available on request from the authors.

Results
=======

DHS Regions Exhibit Distinct Substitution Types and Rate
--------------------------------------------------------

Use of DHS regions annotated from somatic tissues will make our analyses conservative. DHS regions are caused by a long nucleosome-free region, noncanonical nucleosome structures (Jakobovits et al. 1980; [@bib11]; [@bib17]), or histone modifications that contribute to high accessibility to nuclease (e.g., histone acylation and chromatin remodeling; [@bib40], Shimada et al. 2006). These features affect the operation of DNA repair processes and imply that DHS regions will have both lower total and transition mutations than their Flank ([@bib17]). This effect will only extend to substitution processes if the DHS/Flank status exists in the germ line. There are two major types of DHS, constitutive and inducible. Constitutive DHS are independent of gene expression and exist in multiple cell lines ([@bib17]; Vyas et al. 1992), whereas inducible DHS are induced by biological factors, for example, transcription factor binding, and are likely to be tissue specific. If an annotated T-cell DHS is inducible, no difference in rate or type of substitution is expected between the adjacent DHS and Flank regions as their germ line chromatin status are expected to be equal. Using annotated DHS from somatic cells therefore reduces our power to detect an influence of these chromatin states on substitution.

Our comparison of substitution rates led us to reject the null hypothesis *K*~DHS~ = *K*~Flank~, finding instead that DHS sequences evolved slower than their flanks for both intergenic and intronic regions. We identified 897 intergenic alignments for which the LR test of equivalent evolutionary rates between DHS and Flank sites was nominally significant (*P* \< 0.05). A significant majority of these alignments were consistent with the hypothesis that DHS regions evolve slower due to lower mutation rates (i.e., *K*~DHS~ \< *K*~Flank~; [table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Similar observations were also found from intronic sequences: 878 regions were nominally significantly different with 610 showing the predicted slower rate in DHS regions. The fraction of intronic alignments supporting the hypothesis was highly significant ([table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). The general substitution rate inequality of *K*~DHS~ \< *K*~Flank~ was robust to the lengths of the DHS + Flank regions considered. Significant support for this inequality was also observed for alignments stratified into 600--2,000 bp or 2,000--4,000 bp groups (results not shown).

###### 

Support for Differences in Total Rate and Substitution Type Profile between DHS and Flank Regions.

                                                             Intronic   Intergenic                                                                
  ---------------------------------------------------------- ---------- ------------ ------------------------------------------------ ----- ----- --------------------------------------------------
  ***K***~**DHS**~ = ***K***~**Flank**~                      610        268          1 × 10^---31^[a](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}   639   258   2.6 × 10^---38^[a](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}
  ***λ***~**DHS**~**=*λ***~**Flank**~                        238        192          0.015                                            252   173   7.4 × 10^---5^[a](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}
  ***CG***.***λ***~**DHS**~ = ***CG***.***λ***~**Flank**~;   322        330          0.64                                             346   283   0.007[a](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}
  ***λ***~**DHS**~***≠**λ***~**Flank**~                                                                                                           
  ***λ***~**DHS**~**=*λ***~**Flank**~;                       225        189          0.04                                             223   171   0.005[a](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}
  ***CG***.***λ***~**DHS**~***≠CG***.***λ***~**Flank**~                                                                                           

N[OTE.---]{.smallcaps}Null hypothesis: the hypothesis examined by the LR tests; DHS \< Flank (DHS \> Flank): the number of alignments that exhibited a nominally significant difference between DHS and Flank regions where the evolutionary parameter (*K*, *λ*, CG.*λ*) was lower (greater) in DHS than Flank; *P*: probability from the sign test of observing DHS rate less than Flank rate.

Significant at the 0.05 level after applying the sequential Bonferroni correction for multiple tests ([@bib20]).

A lower relative rate of transitions in DHS regions compared with Flanks for both intergenic and intronic sequence indicates that substitution types were also affected by chromatin status. We assessed whether chromatin status affected the substitution type by comparing support for the null hypothesis that the relative rate ratio of transition to transversions was the same between DHS and Flank (*λ*~DHS~ = *λ*~Flank~), against the alternate that they were allowed to differ (*λ*~DHS~≠*λ*~Flank~). Although ignoring rate differences between the regions may underestimate the value of *λ*, the basic pattern of variation should still hold ([@bib46]). An LR of these nested hypotheses identified 425 intergenic and 430 intronic alignments that were nominally significant at the 0.05 level. A significantly lower rate of transitions in DHS than Flanks was evident for both intergenic and intronic alignments, albeit with a weaker difference for intronic regions ([table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}).

The operation of purifying natural selection on functional elements within DHS sequence could also account for a reduced rate of evolution, but the results after elimination of candidate functional elements suggest that natural selection is not the dominant cause of the reduced substitution rate. As experimentally identified functional sites within DHS regions are usually short motifs, for example, transcription factor binding sites, only a small fraction of DHS sites are expected to evolve under strong purifying selection. Because we were unable to obtain experimentally validated functional elements for the majority of DHS sequence, we used a classification as "conserved" from vertebrate comparisons (Siepel et al. 2005) as an indicator of potential function. After eliminating alignments containing these conserved regions, our inference of lower total and transition substitution rates in DHS compared with their Flanks remained unchanged for intergenic sequences (see [supplementary table S1](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/msp253/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/msp253/DC1) online).

Mutation of Methylated CpG Does not Completely Account for Different Substitution Type Profiles between DHS and Flank Regions
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

As a result of the functional role of 5mC in modifying chromatin, DNA in compacted chromatin exhibits a greater density of methylated CpG dinucleotides (Shiraishi et al. 2002). The difference in both evolutionary rate and transition rate between DHS and Flank sequence could therefore result from an increased abundance of hypermutable 5mC in Flank sequence. We examined whether the rate of CpG transition substitutions was identifiably distinct from the general pattern evident for transitions as a whole using dinucleotide substitution models (Lindsay et al. 2008). The *CG*.*λ* term measures the ratio of CpG transitions to all transitions. We tested this hypothesis (CpG transitions elevated in a manner independent of the mean transition effect) by specifying the null as *λ*~DHS~≠*λ*~Flank~, *CG*.*λ*~DHS~ = *CG*.*λ*~Flank~ and removing the latter constraint under the alternate. Our results suggest that 5mC transitions further distinguish the Flank substitution process, but only for intergenic regions. A substantial number of intronic and intergenic alignments exhibited nominally significant differences in *CG*.*λ* between DHS and Flank (654 intronic and 642 intergenic). Consistent with the conjecture that functionally associated enrichment of 5mC in the Flank would result in an elevated CpG transition rate, a significant majority of intergenic alignments exhibited *CG*.*λ*~DHS~ \< *CG*.*λ*~Flank~ ([table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). This enrichment was not evident for intronic alignments. The same result was observed from alignments without the constrained elements (see [supplementary table S1](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/msp253/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/msp253/DC1) online).

We further investigated whether the difference in *λ* between DHS and Flank was independent of CpG transitions. Here, we specified a null hypothesis that had DHS and Flank regions with different *CG*.*λ* parameters, but the transition parameter was constrained to be equal (*CG*.*λ*~DHS~≠*CG*.*λ*~Flank~, *λ*~DHS~ = *λ*~Flank~). The latter constraint was relaxed in the alternate hypothesis. Both the intron and the intergenic analyses were nominally significant, but only the intergenic analysis remained significant after correcting for multiple tests ([table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Thus, allowing CpG transitions to differ between DHS and Flank sequence did not substantively alter the tendency of *λ* to differ between these segments. We conclude that a change in substitution composition between DHS and Flank is most pronounced for intergenic regions and that mutation of 5mC contributes to this difference but does not entirely account for it.

We further assessed the contribution of CpG substitutions to rate differences between the regions using the ad hoc approach of eliminating alignment columns containing a CpG dinucleotide in any species. Support for *K*~DHS~ \< *K*~Flank~ remained highly significant for both intergenic and intronic alignments with/without the annotated conserved regions (all sign test *P* \< 10^−\ 19^, *P* \< 10^−\ 3^, respectively). This result confirms that CpG substitutions are not primarily responsible for rate differences between DHS and Flank.

Substitution Processes Are Significantly Heterogeneous along Promoter Sequences
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Substitution heterogeneity between DHS and Flank raised the possibility that individual nucleosomes will substantially affect the underlying mutation process. DHS are held to be largely nucleosome free or to consist of delocalized nucleosomes. Differences in substitution between DHS and Flank thus putatively arise from distinct nucleosome organization between open and closed chromatin structure. If nucleosomes were consistently located on a genomic segment in the germ line since the divergence of the sampled primate species, a corresponding effect on the substitution process should be evident. We tested this hypothesis by comparison of evolutionary parameters between annotated nucleosome and adjacent linker sites.

We assessed whether there was evidence for a spatial distribution of substitution processes using a phylo-HMM ([@bib38]). Phylo-HMMs allow for LR tests of nested hypotheses, but the PyCogent implementation (Knight et al. 2007) assumes that sequence composition is homogeneous across the alignment, an assumption clearly violated for promoter sequences that include CpG islands. To test for the existence of spatial clustering of substitutions, we defined the null hypothesis as a standard rate heterogeneity model: Γ-distributed substitution rate heterogeneity with two equiprobable rate classes (slow and fast, see Methods) with sites evolving independently. The alternate hypothesis allowed a site\'s rate class to be influenced by that of its immediate neighbor. An LR from application of these two models to the individual promoter alignments identified 505 of 1,849 as nominally significant (*P* \< 0.05), 37 of which were significant after correcting for multiple tests ([@bib20]). This analysis indicates that rate heterogeneity exists for many of the promoters, subject to the caveat that existence of spatial variation in sequence composition was not addressed by the phylo-HMM.

The Spatial Substitution Rate Distribution and Nucleosome Score Were Significantly Correlated for Some Loci
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Phylogenetic footprinting (hereafter footprinting) was used to assess the spatial distribution of substitutions rather than phylo-HMMs because of the potential sensitivity of the latter to violation of the assumption of spatially homogeneous sequence composition. The footprinting approach has the advantage of assuming compositional homogeneity over a smaller spatial scale, making violation of the assumption less likely. Furthermore, it does not require prior specification of the frequency of fast/slow sites as per the phylo-HMM. We note here that the spatial distribution of *K* was typically highly correlated with the posterior probabilities classifying a site as "fast" from the phylo-HMM ([fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). For loci where the phylo-HMM analysis indicated nominally significant support for clustered substitutions, ∼44% showed strong correlations (*ρ* \> 0.5) between the spatial distribution of *K* and *p*~fast~.

![Comparison of the substitution signal estimated using phylogenetic footprinting and a phylo-HMM. Shown in the top row of panels is substitution rate variation from footprinting, measured as the sum of tree branch lengths (*K*), from the genes *CDX*2 and *FGF*5. The lower panel row shows the posterior probabilities a site was classified as fast (*p*~fast~), estimated from the phylo-HMM. Each horizontal line indicates a nucleosome inferred from one of seven cell lines where magenta represents one of the four cancer cell lines of A375, T47D, MCF7, and MALME; green represents IMR90 cell line; cyan represents PM cell line; and yellow represents the MEC cell line (Ozsolak et al. 2007). ![](molbiolevolmsp253fx9_ht.jpg) is the estimated Pearson\'s correlation coefficient of the footprinting and phylo-HMM signals.](molbiolevolmsp253f01_3c){#fig1}

To evaluate whether a relationship exists between rate heterogeneity and nucleosome placement, we compared the measured substitution rates with the nucleosome score. For a promoter, we compared the nucleosome score distribution determined from a Chip-seq experiment on T-cells (Schones et al. 2008) with the estimate of *K* from footprinting. A bootstrap procedure revealed that of the 1,793 loci for which nucleosome data were available, 125 were nominally significant (*P* \< 0.05) and of these five were significant after correcting for multiple tests ([supplementary table S2](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/msp253/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/msp253/DC1) online). The statistics for the two most positively correlated loci are shown in [fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}.

![Comparison of the spatial substitution signal with nucleosome score. Example genes exhibiting a positive correlation are shown in the left column, a negative correlation in the right column. *x* axis is the alignment position; *y* axis black label is the nucleosome score (Schones et al. 2008) with data shown as a blue histogram; *y* axis red label is the estimate of *K* from footprinting with data shown as the red line. Black, orange, and blue horizontal lines with diamond marks at the end represent CpG islands, DHS sites, and repeat sequences, respectively.](molbiolevolmsp253f02_3c){#fig2}

An excess of loci exhibited a negative correlation between nucleosome scores and *K*, indicative of out-of-phase signals. A quantile-quantile plot of the distribution of the probabilities from the bootstrap test against the quantiles from the uniform distribution showed departures at both ends of the distribution, but predominantly indicating an excess of ![](molbiolevolmsp253fx8_ht.jpg) ([Supplementary fig. S1](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/msp253/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/msp253/DC1) online). There were numerous such nominally significant loci (276 with *P* \> 0.95), 15 of which were significant after correcting for multiple tests ([supplementary table S2](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/msp253/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/msp253/DC1) online). The two most negatively correlated loci are shown in [fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. Loci with negatively correlated *K* and nucleosome score suggest that signal oscillations exist in both metrics but that they are out of phase. An assessment of the potential causes of the negative correlation indicated that, in some cases, nucleosome scores were missing or very low for specific sequence classes such as repeated elements (e.g., see PRELP panel, [fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), CpG islands, and DHS sites. The impact of repeat sequences on the nucleosome score likely arises from masking of sequences that match repetitive elements. For DHS sites, recall that only mutations arising in germ line chromatin are detectable by evolutionary analyses and that some DHS regions are likely to be tissue specific. Consequently, regions annotated as DHS from assessment of somatic cell types may not be so in the germ line and the substitution process will be discordant with the annotation.

In this section, we identified loci that exhibited the predicted significant positive correlation. The modest number of positively correlated loci raised questions about the generality of the relationship between rate heterogeneity and individual nucleosomes. This is not unexpected given the sensitivity of experimental techniques to repeat sequences and that nucleosomes from a somatic cell type may not accurately represent the location of nucleosomes in germ line cells. We therefore address in the next section whether an alternative approach that does not depend on knowing the coordinates of individual nucleosomes can establish the generality of the effect of nucleosomes on the substitution processes.

A ∼200-bp Oscillation in Both Substitution Rate and Nucleosome Score
--------------------------------------------------------------------

The consistent sequence span associated with nucleosomes suggests that they will occur at regular intervals across the genome, giving rise to a measurable periodicity in nucleosome placement. The evidence reported above for the influence of chromatin status on substitution processes therefore suggests that a periodicity of the size of nucleosome plus linker, within the range of 157--227 bp, should be evident in the spatial substitution signal.

We use signal processing techniques to estimate the characteristic period in *K* and nucleosome score. The DFT is a projection of the signal of interest (e.g., *K*) onto a set of orthogonal (complex) sinusoidal basis functions, linearly spaced in frequency (the inverse of period). Here, the period of interest is measured in nucleotides. For a given frequency, the norm of the projection onto the corresponding basis function, referred to as the amplitude spectrum, is conventionally taken as an estimate of signal power. By examining amplitude across all frequencies of the amplitude spectrum, the relative strengths of constituent frequencies of the signal can be assessed. If a single peak dominates the amplitude spectrum, then the signal can be said to be dominated by a single periodic component at the frequency corresponding to the peak. On the other hand, if the main peak is only slightly greater than other peaks in the spectrum, then no frequency component is dominant. Establishing whether a signal has a dominant period hinges on the SNR, which describes the extent to which the largest amplitude frequency component is larger than other components within the signal. The variance of frequency estimate depends on the SNR (see eq. [4](#fd4){ref-type="disp-formula"}). However, because we are interested in period, rather than frequency, estimation there is one further aspect for consideration: For a given signal length, longer period estimates are more difficult to resolve than shorter ones. That is, two peaks in the amplitude spectrum at adjacent periods 100 and 101 are more likely to "blur" into a single peak than two adjacent peaks at 10 and 11, for example. This effect is captured in the lower bound for the variance of the maximum likelihood frequency (period) estimate, known as the CRB, presented in detail in Methods. The CRB can thus be employed to compare the confidence we have in period estimates for two different signals. Smaller values of CRB (variance in the estimate) will result from signals with higher SNRs and/or shorter periods.

We illustrate the factors that affect the estimation of periods with analysis of two loci, *DUSP* and *FZD2* ([fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). For our analyses of amplitude spectra, we specified a CRB cutoff of 0.2, excluding estimated periods with a greater CRB. After applying the cutoff, the periods with the greatest and penultimate powers were selected as the main and secondary periods, respectively. (We illustrate the effect of other CRB cutoffs in [Supplementary fig. S2](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/msp253/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/msp253/DC1) online.) For *FZD2*, the largest peak from the DFT had a period of 700 bp with CRB of 0.649. This peak likely derives from the large amplitude peak of *K* spanning alignment positions ∼700--1000 bp and the peak spanning positions ∼100--300 bp. As one would expect from an alignment of 1,400 bp, where a period of 700 can be measured from only two peaks, the 700-bp period has high CRB and thus the uncertainty in this period estimate is high. The two peaks with the next highest power correspond to periods of 233 and 175 bp, respectively, both of which exhibit a CRB \< 0.07. These peaks were then selected as the main and secondary periods, respectively, for *FZD2*. For the *DUSP* promoter spectrum, only a single period had CRB \< 0.2, the dominant peak at ∼200 bp, so this was selected as the main period.

![Signal analysis of substitution amplitude spectra from *DUSP* and *FZD2* promoters. The plot columns correspond to the indicated loci. The upper plot row shows *K*, whereas the lower row its DFT-based amplitude spectrum. Periods of the footprinting signal appear as peaks of the amplitude spectrum. The first, second, and third highest peaks are annotated with a corresponding number of +, and their period lengths, and CRB are shown in the tables.](molbiolevolmsp253f03_lw){#fig3}

Analyses across 1,849 promoter regions indicate that evolutionary rates exhibit a dominant period of ∼200 bp across all promoters. Using promoters for which nucleosome scores were also available, we evaluated the main and secondary periods from both the experimental data and our evolutionary analysis of the same promoters. The periodicity in *K* and nucleosome score were in agreement---the 200-bp period bin (which spanned periods from 175 to 225 bp) was the mode of all distributions ([fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Changing the CRB used to define main and primary periods did not substantively affect the consistency between the periods inferred from the experimental estimate of nucleosome position and the estimate of evolutionary rate (see [supplementary fig. S2](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/msp253/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/msp253/DC1) online). Overall, the results indicate that the periodicity estimated from the raw nucleosome positioning signal from the high-throughput sequencing data and that from our evolutionary analyses agree in the existence of a periodicity along DNA sequences, consistent with the spatial oscillation of *K* arising from nucleosome placements.

![Evolutionary distance and raw nucleosome score exhibit a ∼200-bp period in primate promoters. Frequency histograms of the periods classified as main (upper row) and secondary (lower row) after eliminating periods with a CRB \> 0.2. The left and right columns show the periods from the substitution spectra (*K*) and the nucleosome score (Schones et al. 2008), respectively.](molbiolevolmsp253f04_ht){#fig4}

Discussion
==========

Our analyses support a substantial contribution from chromatin status to local variation in substitution rate, both in terms of rate and type of substitution. At the relatively coarse level of DHS and Flank, differences in total substitution rate were evident that were largely consistent between intronic and intergenic sequence regions. Flank sites also exhibited an elevation of transitions that was not entirely accounted for by CpG transitions, and the disparity with the DHS profile differed in magnitude between intergenic and intronic regions. These differences were evident even after eliminating putatively constrained DHS functional elements. An influence at the finer scale of individual nucleosomes was also evident. The spatial distribution of substitution rate and estimates of nucleosome locations from Chip-seq experiments were shown to both oscillate with an ∼200 bp frequency. For a number of gene promoters, highly significant positive correlations between these two independent measurements were evident. We argue that these results are most consistent with the predicted influence from differences in mutation rate, due most likely to repair differences.

The evolutionary dynamics of DHS and Flank regions were distinguished in both the totality and the type of substitutions, consistent with differences in DNA repair. For vertebrate genomes, changes in chromatin status are typically accompanied by altered density of the modified base 5mC. Given this association and the hypermutability of 5mC, we assessed whether changes in substitution type were due to confounding with 5mC processes. Our results demonstrated that for both intergenic and intronic regions, the increase in the common transition rate term (*λ*) was not entirely accounted for by transitions within CpG dinucleotides ([table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). We further note that although *λ* was significantly different for both intronic and intergenic regions, CpG transitions (*CG*.*λ*) were only significantly different for intergenic regions.

Differences between intronic and intergenic sequences are consistent with an effect of chromatin status on mutagenesis. The evolution of intronic regions are likely affected by the operation of transcription coupled DNA repair (Bohr et al. 1985; Green et al. 2003). Both the nucleotide and the base excision repair pathways are involved as subpathways of transcription coupled repair (TCR) and these repair systems target by-products of cellular metabolism such as deamination of cytosine (for review, see [@bib19]). The tendency for expressed genes to have open chromatin and a low nucleosome density further distinguishes intronic and intergenic regions from each other. For genes expressed in the germ line, greater chromatin openness along with the additional scrutiny of DNA lesions by TCR seems likely to homogenize the signal in genic sequence. Differences in mutation may also contribute, however, as the association between chromatin openness and 5mC incidence means a reduced rate of lesion formation. This can also account for absence of a significant difference between DHS and Flank for *CG*.*λ* in introns ([table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}).

Substitution rate differences between DHS and Flank are unlikely to be accounted for by processes putatively responsible for substitution differences between larger genomic regions. A positive correlation between GC% and substitution rate has been reported for larger genomic regions (for review, see [@bib13]). This relationship may originate from the association of biased repair of DNA mismatches ([@bib7]) with gene conversion and the mutagenicity of recombination ([@bib12]; [@bib15]). We assessed whether the association between GC% and substitution rate could account for our results by identifying loci where DHS GC% was significantly higher than Flank. If rate differences between DHS and Flank originated from the same mechanism as that purportedly responsible for larger scale genomic features, then *K*~DHS~ \> *K*~Flank~ is expected. Instead, highly significant support for the opposite pattern was observed (intergenic 141/242, *P*≈0.006; intronic 166/297, *P*≈0.024), consistent with the broader phenomenon described in [table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}.

Natural selection does not appear a strong candidate for differences in evolutionary dynamics between DHS and Flank. Two studies of the influence of nucleosome localization on evolution of yeast protein-coding genes came to conflicting conclusions, with one arguing a mutagenic (Washietl et al. 2008), the other selective (Warnecke et al. 2008), origin for the differences in rate heterogeneity. One challenge facing analysis of protein-coding sequences is the influence of natural selection on protein-coding content, particularly the tendency for spatial patterning of natural selection along a gene (e.g., Knight et al. 2007). In contrast to the estimate of over half the yeast genome being under the scrutiny of purifying natural selection, the proportion for vertebrate genomes is likely much smaller (∼3--8%) suggesting that the sampled intronic and intergenic regions will be evolving in a predominantly neutral manner (Siepel et al. 2005). On the basis of the small fraction of purifying sites alone, a role for selection in vertebrates seems less likely. Experimentally demonstrated regulatory elements are usually short protein-binding motifs. Besides purifying selection, regulatory elements exhibit such a high turnover rate that ∼50% of functional elements are unconstrained (Birney et al. 2007; Margulies et al. 2007). Our results from alignments without constrained elements further suggest that purifying selection is an unlikely cause of substitution rate heterogeneity between DHS and Flank. Moreover, we are unaware of any functional mechanism operating in non--protein-coding sequences that preferentially suppresses transition mutations. A mutagenic origin hypothesis, however, clearly postulates effects on the types of substitution, both those from 5mC and otherwise, that are supported by the results. This hypothesis also predicts a difference between intergenic and intronic regions that is qualitatively supported by our analyses. Invoking the influence of natural selection to explain the prevalence of loci with *K*~DHS~ \< *K*~Flank~ thus seems unnecessary.

A role for natural selection in the cases where *K*~DHS~ \> *K*~Flank~ cannot be ruled out. The operation of purifying selection on sequence positions that stabilize the association of DNA with nucleosomes could contribute to a reduced substitution rate in closed chromatin (Flank) regions. Current understanding of the nature of positioning signals implicates the occurrence of specific dinucleotides at ∼10-bp intervals as functionally important (e.g., Segal et al. 2006), suggesting the possibility that these positions may be subjected to purifying selection. Analyses of yeast did not detect a 10-bp period in substitution processes, instead revealing a smooth increase in rate from the nucleosome edge to the nucleosome center, irrespective of whether the nucleosome sequences were collected from strong positioning signals or not (Washietl et al. 2008). Another possibility is that many regulatory elements appear subjected to high levels of turnover ([@bib10]; Birney et al. 2007; Margulies et al. 2007). Given the enrichment of regulatory elements in DHS regions, an abundance of rapidly evolving functional elements may contribute to *K*~DHS~ \> *K*~Flank~. The relative contribution of these two alternatives to distinguishing the evolution of DHS and Flank remains an open question.

Significant positive correlations between nucleosome and evolutionary rate were evident for a number of loci, but the abundance of negatively correlated loci illustrates the challenges to understanding the influence of chromatin status on evolution in multicellular eukaryotes. After correction for multiple tests, a number of promoters exhibited significant positive correlations between the footprinting estimated distribution of *K* and nucleosome score estimated from T-cells. Three-fold more promoters, however, showed a significant negative correlation between these metrics. Many factors, including both biological activities and methodology artifacts, can impact on the accuracy of each of the statistics. Methodological issues affecting estimation of nucleosome scores include the challenge of correctly mapping short sequence reads that correspond to repeated and/or low-complexity sequences. This difficulty translates into underestimated density of nucleosomes for these sequence classes. The footprinting approach is not affected by the repeat sequence class but is affected by low-complexity sequence including CpG islands which, by being enriched for G + C nucleotide, make multiple sequence alignment difficult, potentially leading to underestimation of evolutionary divergence. For the current data, this appeared not to be a problem for the relatively closely related primate species examined here as oscillations in *K* were evident within CpG islands ([fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). By defining *K* as the sum of all branch lengths, the statistic will be affected by variation in chromatin status between the primate species. Perhaps, the most critical confounding factor is biological---the complexity arising from multicellularity with the existence of distinct soma and germ line cell lineages. Although experimental evidence supports the conserved localization of nucleosomes between even quite diverged biological lineages (Wilson et al. 2008), heritable mutations are restricted to those from germ line cell types; yet the nucleosome scores used here were derived from T-cells, a somatic cell type. Given cell type differences arise from changes in chromatin status, weak positive correlation between *K* and nucleosome scores derived from somatic tissue is not unexpected. An additional likely contributor to noise in the relationship between chromatin status and substitution processes is different chromatin states between male and female germ line cells.

Our prediction that the discrete length of DNA associated with nucleosomes would result in a ∼200-bp oscillation was borne out for both *K* and nucleosome score. We extended our assessment of the role of chromatin status in localized fluctuations of *K* by assessing the general prediction that the characteristic length of DNA sequence associated with nucleosomes would cause an oscillating signal. This approach has the advantage of not requiring direct estimation of nucleosome coordinates in the primate germ line, but the disadvantage of indirectly assessing the role of nucleosomes in the spatial distributions of *K*. As the exact separation between nucleosomes is variable, we compared the distributions of primary and secondary periods inferred using the DFT from both *K* and nucleosome score from matching promoters. Both *K* and the nucleosome score exhibited signal oscillation, and the modes of the two independent metrics were substantively concordant in their dominant periods ([fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). This correspondence was robust to choice of maximum variance in period estimate ([Supplementary fig. S2](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/msp253/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/msp253/DC1) online).

Together, the results indicate that a substantial proportion of variation in localized fluctuations in evolutionary rate arise from chromatin structure and that germ line chromatin status has an important influence on both the rate and the nature of mutagenesis within the primate genome. For the promoters exhibiting the strongest positive correlation, the square of the correlation coefficients ([supplementary table S2](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/msp253/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/msp253/DC1) online) suggest that variation in the nucleosome score can account for ∼50% of the variance in *K*. Given the different chromatin status between cell types, this is likely an underestimate. Together with the abundant evidence for the dominant contribution of 5mC mutation to genetic variation, our results suggest that epigenetic modifications more generally exert a profound influence on the distribution of variation in primates.
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